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CD Box DS2T 
High-End Audio CD transport 

 Three digital outputs (Optical, S/PDIF Co-axial and AES/EBU) 

aconnection to an external D/A converter is mandatory for audio listening

 Excellent 4-layer suspended CD transport

 „Blue tiger“ servo board for 1:1 CD playback

 Luxurious slot-in mechanism

 DC power supply (<1watt standby power consumption)

 High contrast dot-matrix display

 Trigger in and output

 Massive 3mm aluminium faceplate in silver or black

 Solid cabinet protects against vibration and interference

 Optional wooden side panels available in walnut,
eucalyptus and rosenut

Technical data 

Supports:  CD, CD-R, CD-RW and Hybrid-SACD  

Digital output 1x co-axial (S/PDIF) 

1x optical (S/PDIF) 

1x XLR (AES/EBU) 

Outboard power supply 18V/10000mA DC; 220 - 240V, 50Hz  

Standby power consumption < 1 watt 

Power consumption 18V/600mA DC 

Dimension W x H x D (D with sockets) 206 x 72 x 194 (200)mm (alu)  

240 x 72 x 194 (200)mm (wood) 

Weight 2670g without power supply  
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a division of AUDIO TUNING GmbH 
1050 Wien, Margaretenstraße 98,  

CD Box DS2T - High-End CD Transport! 

Pure CD players are in contrast to DVD or Blu-ray Disc players frequently better in playback of stereo CDs. The CD Box DS2T is designed exclusively 
as a pure audio CD transport, sending digital "Red Book standard" signals to an external digital to analogue converter and is a true master of his trade. 
In addition to a high-quality sound, a durable drive is essential for the perfect CD playback, that is why we put our CD drives in a torsion-resistant cabi-
net. Our servo system allows real-time scanning with minimal jitter. We decided to make our newest generation of CD Box a pure transport because 
ideally the converter electronic and the CD drive are separated from each other to realise the best possible soundsignature. Together with any advan-
ced D/A converter, like our DAC Box DS2 ultra, highend sound reproduction is achieved, as it can not be found elsewhere in this price range.  
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CD Box DS2 T 
wooden side panels 

SRP 

679,00 € 

CD Box DS2T 
SRP 

579,00 € 

Damp it feet optionally available 
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Visually the CD Box DS2T is adapted to the new DS2 line with their elegant looks and versions with wooden side panels, as pictured below. Sidepa-
nels in the options eucalyptus, walnut and rosenut are available, giving the new DS2 line no less than eight different finishes. That guarantees to meet 
the high requirements in taste of our valuable customers. 

Eucalyptus    Walnut  Rosenut 


